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DELIVERABILITY SETUP 

Improving Deliverability
Swift Digital recommends a number of 
procedures to improve email delivery rates, make 
your account secure and trusted, and maintain 
your online reputation. These include: 

1. Using your own subdomain

2. Using an SSL certificate

3. Setting up DKIM

4. Setting SPF record(s)

5. Setting up a DMARC record

6. Using a custom Return-Path (Request
from your Account Manager if required)

These steps will ensure everything possible is in 
place to get your mail delivered. Note: that none 
of these are compulsory and can be done before 
or after your Swift Digital account has been set 
up with templates and module activation. 
However, they are highly recommended. 

This document contains explanations written with 
a business audience in mind, as well as technical 
instructions for systems administrators. 
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Using Your Own Subdomain 
Having a particular subdomain (e.g. subdomain.mycompany.com.au) is better for 
branding, improving subscriber confidence and if, for whatever reason, you 
decide to move to a different email service later on, you will have control of your 
subdomain. 

Subdomains will be what people see in the web address bar when:

• Viewing a web version of an
email

• Subscribing to a mail list

• Registering for an event

• Answering a survey

• Viewing a landing page
Setup 
1. Contact your IT team, website administrator or domain manager and ask that they

create your desired subdomain. Since the Suite can be used for all sorts of internal
and external communications, one suggestion would be to name it:
comms.mycompany.com.au

2. Once the subdomain has been created, it will need to have its CNAME record
updated to point to the Swift Digital Suite server. Please have the CNAME record
directed to suite.swiftdigital.com.au.

3. Inform Swift Digital and we will update your account accordingly.
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Using an SSL Certificate 
While not directly relevant to email delivery, this section is included as it pertains to 
using your own subdomain with the Suite, and to building trust in your readers. It is 
also usually handled by the same IT team who will be assisting you with the other 
settings in this document so can effectively be configured at the same time. 

A valid SSL certificate – commonly represented by a padlock symbol and the https prefix 
in your browser’s address bar – assures your audience of the following:  

1. the web site they are visiting is authorized by you, and

2. that the information it provides has not been tampered with in transit,
and

3. that the information you submit to it is encrypted

SSL certificates cost a few hundred dollars and typically expire after a few years. For 
the first-time buyer, the purchase process can be confusing.  

You are responsible for certificate purchase and renewal. Swift Digital will generate 
the required CSR (see below) and install and test your certificate. This process 
requires a few hours. 

Since October 2018 Google has been warning site visitors that a website is not 
secure. Swift strongly recommends installing SSL if you have a custom domain.  
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Setup 
1. Send the following certificate ownership information to your on-boarding manager:

1. Swift Digital’s Systems Administrator will generate a Certificate Signing Request 
(CSR) on the Suite server and send it back to you by  email.

2. Provide the CSR to your certificate vendor during the purchase process. Be sure 
to note the expiry date in your calendar. We recommend that you buy the 
certificate for at least 2 years.

3. Send the resulting text files (containing the certificate for your domain name, as 
well as the intermediate certificates) to your on-boarding manager. Your 
certificate provider will give you an option to download the certificate for 
different type of web servers. Please make sure you download the certificate for 
Apache. These certificates usually end with “.crt”.

4. If you use your own CSR (not generated from Swift Digital) to purchase your 
SSL certificate you will need to provide the private key as well as the certificate.

5. Swift Digital’s Systems Administrator will schedule and install the certificate after 
hours and test that your templates work correctly.

Question Example Answer Notes 

Country AU 

State New South Wales 

Locality Sydney 

Organization My Company Ltd Your legal entity, not a trading name. 

Organizational 

Unit 
IT 

Common Name comms.mycompany.com.au This must be your custom subdomain. 

Email Address info@mycompany.com.au 
This is the email address that will 

receive notices to renew the certificate. 
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Setting up DKIM 
Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a method of digitally signing an email. When we 
sign an email on your behalf, recipient email servers will trust that you gave us approval 
to send the email for you. A valid DKIM signature also prevents an email from being 
secretly tampered with and modified, which could theoretically happen as your email is 
in transit. 

Although we can send emails without DKIM, the recipient mail server and your 
recipients may assume that your email is a spoof. This will result in reduced readership 
and is a poor reflection on your brand. 

Each sending domain will require its own DKIM record. This means that if the emails 
that you send from the Suite always originate from jane@mycompany.com.au and 
john@mycompany.com.au and mary@someotherdomain.com.au, you will need two 
DKIM keys – one for mycompany.com.au and one for someotherdomain.com.au. Only 
emails from the Suite associated with those two domains will be signed. 

Setup 

1. Send an email to your on-boarding manager and request that one or more DKIM 
keys be generated. In the email please include the email domains that you want 
the DKIM setup for (eg. mycompany.com.au, someotherdomain.com.au, etc.).

2. You will be sent one or more 2,048-bit DKIM keys which you can give to your IT 
department. If you require shorter keys (which are less trustworthy), please let us 
know.
Your IT department will need to take the (public) keys and create new TXT records 
in your DNS (Domain Name System) as shown (example key only):
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Note that if you are deploying a key that is longer than your DNS tables will allow 
it is possible to split keys. An example of how to do can be seen here; 
https://support.symantec.com/en_US/article.TECH123082.html 

Note that the TTL is up to you; two hours is reasonable for DKIM key 

Creating Emails 
Using your sending domain please create the following emails:  abuse@ and postmaster@. These 
emails should be forwarded to the corresponding abuse@swiftdigital.com.au and 
postmaster@swiftdigital.com.au.  

This allows us to register for FBL processing (emails marked as spam / complaints from more than 
22 most important Email Service Providers ), monitor abuse/complaint emails and to add such 
emails to a suppressed list (to not contact anymore) and to remove many hard bounces from your 
lists (if postmaster@ is forwarded as many ESPs send bounce emails to postmaster@ email address 
too).  

Some ESPs block delivery if you don’t have abuse@ and postmaster@ email addresses (when they 
send info to these addresses like spam/complaints), these email address are needed if your domain 
is blacklisted and need to be whitelisted. 
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Setting SPF Record (s) 
Whereas DKIM validates domain senders and safeguards against tampering, Sender 
Policy Framework (SPF) only does the former. By using SPF to focus on authorizing a 
specific IP address, Swift Digital maximizes the benefit from using both mechanisms in 
tandem. 

Your IT administrators can designate which servers are allowed to send mail for your 
domain by adding TXT records to your Domain Name System (DNS). When receiving 
your emails broadcast from the Suite, mail servers check your DNS to see whether the 
mail is sent from an authorized source. Your emails are more likely to be successfully 
delivered if your domains sanction Swift Digital – or rather its IP address – as a verified 
sender. 

Setup 
For the domain name(s) that you will be using to send emails, ask your IT team to add 
the following TXT record to your DNS SPF settings. 

You need to add to your current SPF settings as:  v=spf1 include:spf.swiftdigital.com.au 
~all  

As with DKIM, you will need one such record for all the sending domains that you use 
with Swift Digital. The address will be the same for each. 

Setting up DMARC 
DMARC, which stands for “Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting & 
Conformance”, is an email authentication, policy, and reporting protocol. It builds on 
the widely deployed SPF and DKIM protocols, adding linkage to the author (“From:”) 
domain name, published policies for recipient handling of authentication failures, and 
reporting from receivers to senders, to improve and monitor protection of the domain 
from fraudulent email. 

DMARC needs to start with: v=DMARC1; p=quarantine , you can add any other setting 
after. Deploy DKIM & SPF as above 
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Verification 
To confirm that these 
measures are in place, you 
can either: 

1. Examine the source code of
emails sent from the Suite.

In Gmail this is via the 
Show original option: 

2. Use a site such as 
mxtoolbox.com to query your 
DNS records. Remember to 
specify the selector used (plg 
or suite) if necessary for DKIM 
lookups:of
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Office 365 Delivery Issue 
Summary 

• Incoming emails to internal domain from the swift digital system, Suite, are either 
not received or marked as fraudulent e-mails in Office 365.

Cause 

• The issue arises because of Microsoft Anti Spoofing checks to protect from 
spoof emails.

Resolution 

• Important: Office 365 users only.

• In order to receive emails in inbox from Swift Digital system when sending to internal 
users

• Create an Internal mail contact which be used as from address in Swift Digital 
system.

Login to Office 365 Exchange Online Dashboard 

• Under Recipients > 
Contacts

• Create New Mail contact
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Create anti spam bypass message rule 

• Under Mail Flow – Message 
Rule

Enter the details in the new spam rule. 

• Select the following condition

• The sender is located... outside the organization

• The sender is... the mail contact created above

• Make sure Enforce is selected

• Match sender address is selected to Header or Envelope.

Click Save to close. 

• Allow from address in allow bypass list.

• Under protection > spam filter

• Select your spam filter policy and double click to open it.
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• Under allow list.

• Add the from address

• Hit save to close.

Allow Swift Digital sending domains in connection filtering Allow list. 

• Under protection > connection filtering

• Select your connection filtering policy and double click to 
open it.

• Under connection filtering
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Make sure the sending IP address of your system (Swift Digital) are listed in allow list 

• Make sure enable safe list is 
checked

• Hit save to close.

Our domains from where we send emails from:

bouncer.swiftdigital.com.au 

parasend1.swiftdigital.com.au 

parasend2.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail1.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail2.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail3.swiftdigital.com.au outmail4.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail5.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail6.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail7.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail8.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail9.swiftdigital.com.au 

outmail10.swiftdigital.com.au 

If any questions in regards to the above please contact: 

office365@swiftdigital.com.au and programmers@swiftdigital.com.au


